The interactions of magnetic hyperfine spectroscopy are expressed in irreducible tensoroperator form, suitable for applications to configurations ln with n equivalent electrons outside closed shells. The matrix elements are evaluated on the basis of R acah's techniques. The fam iliar point-dipole approximation of the pseudocontact interaction is valid for n ^ 21 + 1; a minus sign, however, must be introduced in this formula for n > 21 + 1.
Introduction
It was shown in two previous papers [1, 2] that the relevant interactions of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy may be simplified by the introduction of tensor operators. Formulae were given for the pseudocontact interaction HL + HD and the Fermi contact term / / F, suitable for applications to oneelectron states.
The present paper deals with the application of the powerful techniques of Racah [3] to calculations within configurations with n equivalent electrons outside closed shells. The interactions are expressed in irreducible tensor-operator form, and the matrix elements are evaluated for any configuration /". For definitions and notations we refer to [ we limit the number of equivalent electrons to n ^ 21 + 1.
h"(L)
Matrix elements of h^(L) within one-electron states /, m) are given in (7) and (11) o f [2] , In order to extend the calculation to the configurations /", we shall express the operator h^(L) in irreducible tensor form, yielding
The three-y and six*7 symbols are tabulated in [5] , and
1/2 / K I 0 0 0
The required matrix elements are given by 
The reduced matrix elements within /" to be evaluated are (1), the tensor operator is independent of n, and proportional to the angular momentum operator
1/2 /(/ + 1) (2 / + 1) (6 a)
The reduced matrix elements (d3 0 F (3) 1 d3O') are given in Table 1 . All tensors V(K ) of odd degree are diagonal with respect to the seniority v [3].
h,(D)
In (28) of [1] a formula was given for the dipolar interaction within one-electron states, where the spin is an exact quantum number. The concept of double-tensor operators [3, 4] gives the possibility of calculating matrix elements of more complex configurations / ", yielding
• </|| y w ||/> (7)
The general matrix element will be
The reduced matrix elements between single-elec tron states are, in analogy to (4), In lowest approximation of (7), the matrix elements are independent of n, and the double-tensor is proportional to the spin operator
Wfy0)= S q[(2 l+ \)/2\ -m , or (10)
( r e I w<U 0) I re') = ö(ee') [ For d-electrons, the reduced matrix elements of H^1'2) are proportional to those calculated by Racah [3] (dn01 || dne') = (490) -1/2 (dn e II 70 \\dne'),
and the reduced matrix elements of within the d3 configuration are listed in Table 2 . The tensors of (1) and (7) have odd degree and must be diagonal with respect to the seniority v.
If spin-orbit coupling is treated as a perturbation, the first-order approximation requires the evalu ation of matrix elements for which 5 = S'. For this case, we can separate the double-tensors in a spin and orbital part: 
The spin density operator hM (F) of the Fermi contact interaction for single-electron states in (32) of [1] is assumed to be proportional to the electron density 0(R -r).
It is obvious that the separation of the spin-and ^-operator is incorrect for configura tions with more than one equivalent electron. In order to generalize the calculation, we first expand the ^-operator in a series of normalized spherical harmonics Y%, being proportional to the tensoroperators V^K):
The spin density for a single-electron state is now defined by the products 5^ • Y%, which clearly form the components of a double tensor as outlined in ( 
Configurations o f Almost Closed Shells
The approach of the previous section for n ^ 2 / + 1 can be extended to deal with any con- 
hfj(F)

